
• Know what a CONJUNCTION is

• Identify CONJUNCTIONS in text

• Use CONJUNCTIONS  in text

• Know what a two clause sentence is



Welcome to 

CONJUNCTION 

JUNCTION!

The popular game show, 
where you will learn all 
about CONJUNCTIONS!



Conjunctions

Let me remind myself what conjunctions are……

Connect ideas 
within a sentence

They make one short sentence 
into a two clause sentence.



The baby cried and cried until he was 
given his favourite dummy!



The green car caused a crash because 
he was too close to the red car



The torch will shine brightly as it has 
had new batteries. 



CONJUNCTION
BANK

Until because as

Can you use one of the CONJUNCTIONS 
above to make these two short sentences 

into one sentence with two clauses? 

I really like a cup of hot chocolate. 
It makes me feel cosy and warm.



Let’s play…….
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Underline the 
CONJUNCTION in each of 
the sentences. How many 

new ones can you add to our 
Conjunction Word Bank?



CONJUNCTION
BANK

Until because as



Let’s play…….
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Write these 6 conjunctions on your 
whiteboard 

(one on each) for your group to use

UNLESS 
AS 

ALTHOUGH 
BECAUSE 

WHEN 
SINCE



Do not swing on a tree 
_________ holding a 

cup of tea!



She logged onto 
Hotmail________ she 

wanted to email her 
friend, Sharky



Carlos practised his 
ball skills ________ 
he wanted to play for 
Nottingham Forest



Never go near a fire 
_______ you are with 

an adult.



Miley had felt more 
confident on her bike 

_______ she had 
received a bike helmet 

for her birthday



Boris has very poor 
eyesight _______ he 

had the biggest 
glasses

in the world!



What did you 
notice?



Use this picture to make up a brilliant two clause sentence, using a 
conjunction……..



Let’s play…….
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While the picnic basket sat on the grass, 
the ants invaded!

What sentences can you think of that 
start with a conjunction?



• Know what a CONJUNCTION is

• Identify CONJUNCTIONS in text

• Use CONJUNCTIONS  in text

• Know what a two clause sentence is


